ACROSS
1) Type of energy or eclipse
6) Terra ___ (brown-red)
11) Barbecue site
14) Pointless and silly
15) "___ mind?"
16) Lupino of films
17) Person with a pile of stones at a lake
19) Just hired
20) Make something up
21) D.D.E.'s WWII command
22) Subject used by Warhol often
23) Royal title
27) Of this world
29) Ratite sprinter
30) Work like a dog
32) Two that match
33) Wine vessel
34) "That'll teach you!" look
36) Doctor of children's literature
39) Wants for a price
41) Shoemaker's helpers
43) Prefix with "trust" and "rust"
44) Colonist to be shunned
46) Put off till later
48) Rod-and-reel alternative
49) Bow-carrying god
51) Money in Milan, once
52) "... ___ he drove out of sight"
53) Home of Gallo wine
55) Places for ales
58) Bonnie's tie with Clyde?
59) Flub a catch, e.g.
60) Films, in Variety headlines
61) Revered first name at Camden
62) Restaurant gadabout
63) Letters for Old MacDonald
70) Powerball game
71) Former hockey All Star
72) Source of the Amazon
73) Author Asimov

DOWN
1) Officer's honorific
2) Name in the Beatles' inner circle
3) "Fond du" finish
4) It hurts when it's turned
5) Puts up a fight
6) 401, to the Romans
7) Alley of Moo
8) Melville novel
9) Hoof·er's move
10) Australis and borealis
11) Speedy baseball sub
12) The best of all worlds
13) Like a lion's coat
18) Compound used to stabilize perfume
23) Airport detector activator
24) Create a diversion?
25) Fred Sanford was one
26) Word on a three-sided street sign
28) "___ Yellow Ribbon Round the Ole Oak Tree"
31) Like a pool table, ideally
35) Install to new specifications
37) Outboard motor location
38) Venues
40) In dire need of water
42) Winged celestial being
45) Beverage brewed from petals
47) Italian cheese or meat dish
50) Muscle injury
53) All man and then some
54) Great way to walk
55) Shaped into a sphere
57) Montreal nine, before the D.C. move
62) Tell a good one
64) Morning person of Greek legend
65) Gp. that supports summer reading
66) Flight board info
67) "Arabian Nights" flying creature
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